October 24, 2012

12-1 pm ET

Guest Speaker: Mary Ellen Posthauer RD, CD, LD

Mary Ellen Posthauer is a registered dietitian and a consultant for MEP Healthcare Dietary Services, Inc. Evansville, Indiana. She provides consultation to nursing homes, assisted living facilities and hospice accounts. She is the past president of the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and is currently its secretary and education co-chairman. Posthauer is on the editorial advisory board of Advances in Skin and Wound Care. She was chairman of the 2009 NPUAP/EPUAP nutrition treatment guidelines task force. She is a graduate of Purdue University in West Lafayette, IN.

Posthauer has authored numerous articles and chapters on nutrition, including such published books as Nutritional Care for the Older Adult, published by American Dietetic Association; Wound Care, published by Aspen; and Wound Care Essentials; published by Lippincott.

Mary Ellen Posthauer’s blog: http://www.woundsource.com/blog/mary-ellen-posthauer

Webinar Information:
- The webinar will be open to all MRT Collaborative members and a limited number of stakeholders.
- The format will be a one hour presentation
- Questions will be submitted via chat during the webinar.
- It will be recorded and archived on the website: http://www.albany.edu/sph/cphce/goldstamp.shtml
- CNEs, CMEs, and CECHs will be available following the webinar.
- Registration information will be sent via email to all members.

This webinar is an opportunity to offer expert training to extended members of your staff. We hope that with advance notice you will be able to make arrangements so that as many as possible are able to participate.

This program is supported by funding from a Memorandum of Understanding with the NYS Department of Health.

For more information: Linda Laudato, RN, BSN, MRT GoldSTAMP Project Coordinator: llaudato@albany.edu